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WHAT DOES THE CLEAN POWER  
PLAN MEAN FOR MISSOURI?

In August 2015, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) finalized the Clean Power Plan (CPP), the first-ever car-
bon pollution standards for existing power plants (Box 1). The 
CPP builds on progress already under way to move the country 
toward a cleaner electricity system, including rapidly falling 
prices of renewables and increased deployment of money-
saving energy efficiency measures. The plan enables states to 
use a wide range of options to meet their standards, such as 
existing clean energy policies and power plants (the focus of 
this analysis), other tools to cut electricity use and increase the 
use of renewables, and broader initiatives such as participation 
in a cap-and-trade program or use of a carbon tax (Box 2).

Missouri has put policies in place to promote renewable development and 
improve energy efficiency, but power sector emissions will increase if the goals 
in these policies aren’t met. By building on and expanding these policies to take 
greater advantage of clean energy resources, the state can reduce its emissions 
and put itself in a strong position to comply with the CPP. In this fact sheet, 
we show how Missouri can meet, and even exceed, its CPP standards through 
clean energy policies and better use of existing power plants while minimizing 
compliance costs, ensuring reliability, and harnessing economic opportunities 
in clean energy.
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WHAT DOES THE CLEAN POWER  
PLAN REQUIRE FOR MISSOURI’S 
POWER PLANTS?
Each state has the flexibility to use one of three targets 
provided in the Clean Power Plan: (1) an emission rate 
target for existing power plants, which measures the 
carbon intensity of the state’s existing fossil electricity 
generation; (2) a mass-based target for existing  
power plants, which measures the absolute level of CO2 
emissions allowed by the state’s affected power plants; or 
(3) a mass-based target for new and existing power plants 
(i.e., new source complement). 

Missouri has the option to choose one of the following 
three targets: 

 ▪ Emission rate target for existing sources: 1,272 
pounds per megawatt-hour (lbs./MWh) by 2030, a 
reduction of 37 percent below its 2012 emission rate of 
2,008  lbs./MWh. 

 ▪ Mass-based target for existing sources: 55 
million short tons of CO2 in 2030, which is about 29 
percent lower than the state’s CO2 emissions from 
fossil electricity generation in 2012. 

 ▪ Mass-based target for new and existing 
sources: 56 million short tons of CO2 in 2030, 
which is about 28 percent lower than the state’s CO2 
emissions from fossil electricity generation in 2012.

The percent reductions above are calculated using EPA’s 
‘adjusted’ 2012 baseline, which includes the CO2 emissions 
and generation from fossil plants that are affected by the 
Clean Power Plan, consistent with EPA’s methodology.

HOW MISSOURI CAN MEET—OR 
EXCEED—THE CLEAN POWER  
PLAN REQUIREMENTS
Missouri can put itself in a strong position to meet or 
exceed its targets by building on the clean energy poli-
cies it already has in place and encouraging more use of 
renewable energy and energy efficiency. Carbon dioxide 
(CO2) emissions from the state’s power plants fell 6 per-
cent between 2005 and 2012 due to reduced generation, 
increased use of natural gas, and other market factors. 
However, this trend is not expected to continue. According 
to our business-as-usual projections, based in part on the 
U.S. Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy 
Outlook 2015 (AEO2015), existing power plant emis-
sions in the state are expected to rise 15 percent between 
2012 and 2030, as both coal and natural gas generation 
increase to meet rising demand.1 

Our business-as-usual (BAU) projections do not reflect coal 
plant retirements that were announced after the publica-
tion of AEO2015, including a number of aging coal units 
that will likely retire or be converted to natural gas within 
the next several years. Ameren Missouri—the state’s largest 
electric utility, accounting for about 46 percent of the state’s 
generation—plans to retire its 834 MW Meramec coal plant 
by 2022 and indicated in its 2014 Integrated Resource Plan 
that it may not need to replace the lost capacity.2 KCP&L—
which accounts for about 20 percent of the state’s genera-
tion—also plans to stop burning coal at six of its units by 
2021, either by retiring them or converting them to burn 
natural gas.3 Retiring these and other aging, uneconomic 
coal plants can help Missouri lower its emissions and 
comply with the CPP while creating new economic oppor-
tunities in clean energy.4 To illustrate the impact of these 
retirements, our BAU projections would be 4–7 percent 
lower in 2030 if Meramec was retired (and the lost capac-
ity was not replaced) and all six KCP&L units were either 
converted to natural gas or retired and not replaced.5

CO2 REDUCTIONS FROM EXISTING  
CLEAN ENERGY POLICIES AND EXISTING 
POWER PLANTS 
Missouri’s renewable energy standard and voluntary 
energy efficiency goals can reduce emissions by offsetting 
rising electricity demand and promoting use of renew-
able energy.6 By meeting the targets in these clean energy 
policies and making better use of existing power plants, 
Missouri can achieve about 90 percent of the reductions 
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required to meet its mass-based target. By taking the 
measures listed below, Missouri can reduce existing power 
plant emissions 26 percent below 2012 levels by 2030 
(Figure 1). These actions are consistent with Missouri’s 
Comprehensive State Energy Plan, released in October 
2015, which emphasizes the importance of diversifying 
Missouri’s energy portfolio and increasing efforts to help 
homes and businesses save energy.7

If Missouri were to choose to use the rate-based target, 
these actions would reduce the average emission rate of 
Missouri’s existing fossil fleet by 27 percent below its 2012 
emission rate—to 1,459 lbs. per MWh—in 2030, achieving 
75 percent of the reductions needed to meet the state’s 
rate-based target of 1,272 lbs. per MWh.8

 ▪ Meeting voluntary energy efficiency goals. 
Missouri’s Energy Efficiency Investment Act (MEEIA) 
sets voluntary energy efficiency savings goals that 
reach 1.9 percent of sales in 2020 (and subsequent 
years) for cumulative savings of nearly 10 percent 
of electricity sales by 2020. By meeting these goals, 
Missouri could achieve about 50 percent of the 
reductions required to meet its mass-based target.9 

 ▪ Meeting renewable energy targets. Missouri’s 
Renewable Energy Standard requires 15 percent of the 
electricity sold by its investor-owned utilities to come 
from renewable sources by 2021.  By meeting this 
standard through in-state generation in addition to 
its voluntary efficiency goals, Missouri can achieve 63 
percent of the reductions required to meet its mass-
based target.10,11

 ▪ Increasing the use of existing natural gas plants.  
Missouri’s most efficient natural gas plants—combined 
cycle (NGCC) units—generated less than one-fourth of 
the electricity they were capable of producing in 2012. 
By running existing NGCC plants at 75 percent in 
addition to the measures above, Missouri can achieve 
79 percent of the reductions required to meet its 
mass-based target.12

 ▪ Increasing coal plant efficiency. Low- and no-
cost operational improvements and best practices 
can improve the efficiency of existing coal plants. By 
increasing the average efficiency of the remaining coal 
fleet by 4.3 percent in addition to the measures above, 
Missouri can achieve 90 percent of the reductions 
required to meet its mass-based target.13

Details on the modeling assumptions for this analysis are 
provided in the appendix. 

CO2 REDUCTION OPPORTUNITIES USING 
EXPANDED CLEAN ENERGY POLICIES
Missouri could make up the gap that remains by increas-
ing renewable generation after the renewable energy 
standard is reached in 2021. For example, if renewable 
energy grew from 15 percent of investor-owned utility 
sales in 2021 to 20 percent of all state sales by 2030, 
Missouri would more than make up the remaining gap, 
exceeding the reductions required to meet its mass-based 
target by 17 percent. This would reduce the emission rate 
of its existing fossil fleet to 1,391 lbs. per MWh, achieving 
84 percent of the reductions needed to meet its target if it 
opted for a rate-based approach.

The state could generate revenue if it exceeded the required 
reductions because the CPP makes it easy for states to 
trade carbon allowances or emission rate credits across 
state lines. Missouri could also generate extra credits by 
taking advantage of EPA’s Clean Energy Incentive Program, 
which rewards early action in renewable energy and energy 
efficiency in low-income communities. 

On the other hand, Missouri’s pathway to compliance is 
less certain if utilities don’t meet the voluntary efficiency 
goals described above. Without increased efficiency, in-
state generation and power plant emissions are projected 
to grow through 2030. As a result, if Missouri met the 
mandatory renewable standard and took advantage of the 
power plant opportunities listed above, but did not meet 
the voluntary efficiency goals, emissions would increase 
between 2012 and 2030. This would leave the state’s exist-
ing plants with a shortfall of 24 million short tons of CO2, 
which they would have to make up using other measures 
or by sending money out of state to purchase credits.14 

Missouri could emit more CO2 emissions than our esti-
mates, which include only existing power plants, if it 
builds new natural gas plants in the future and decides 
to comply with EPA’s existing source-only standard. EPA 
is requiring any states that adopt the existing source-
only standard to address increased emissions from new 
plants (i.e., leakage) through allowance allocation rules, 
allowance set-asides, or other mechanisms. An alternate 
approach would be to adopt the new source complement 
standard that also covers new power plants, rather than 
the existing source standard. The use of the new source 
complement would further incentivize zero-carbon 
generation sources, and ensure that future CO2 emissions 
from Missouri’s power sector do not increase.  
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HOW MISSOURI CAN MAXIMIZE THE 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF THE CLEAN 
POWER PLAN  
As we have shown, Missouri could achieve 90 percent of 
the reductions needed to meet its CPP target by meeting 
its renewable energy standard and voluntary efficiency 
goals and making better use of existing power plants. 
Missouri can develop an implementation plan that 
maximizes the economic benefits to the state and achieves 
emission reductions cost-effectively. 

Such a plan could include: 

 ▪ Adopting a market-based carbon pricing 
program: A carbon pricing program—in the form of 
either a cap-and-trade program or a carbon fee—has 
major economic advantages over alternative imple-
mentation approaches:
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Figure 1  |   Existing Power Plant Emission Pathways for Missouri

Note: This figure depicts the Clean Power Plan’s interim and 2030 mass-based targets for Missouri’s existing power plants (CPP Target for Existing Plants). The Existing Clean Energy Policies 
+ Efficient Use of Existing Power Plants pathway shows emissions from affected plants after meeting the state’s clean renewable energy standard and voluntary efficiency goal and making 
better use of the state’s existing power plants (increasing generation of the existing combined cycle natural gas fleet and improving efficiency of existing coal plants). The Expanded Clean 
Energy Policies + Efficient Use of Existing Power Plants pathway shows emissions after expanding clean energy policies and making better use of existing power plants. These pathways do 
not account for potential credits that Missouri could generate by taking early action under the Clean Energy Incentive Program. The percent reductions shown on the figure are calculated using 
EPA’s ‘adjusted’ 2012 baseline, which includes the CO

2
 emissions and generation from fossil plants that are affected by the Clean Power Plan.

1. A carbon price encourages the most cost-effective 
emission reductions without favoring any particu-
lar technology. A study of air pollution regulations 
found that market-based approaches have ranged 
from 1.1 times to 22 times more cost-effective than 
nonmarket approaches to regulation.15 

2. Revenues from allowance auctions or a carbon fee 
can be used to accomplish other policy objectives, 
such as reducing the tax burden on Missouri’s resi-
dents and businesses or making productive public 
investments. A carbon price of $10 per short ton 
on the power plant emissions allowed under Mis-
souri’s mass-based target for existing plants would 
provide average annual revenues of roughly $550 
million.16 This revenue could be used to provide 
assistance to those who may be adversely affected 
by the carbon price—such as low-income house-
holds and any displaced utility-sector workers—to 
make strategic investments in renewable energy 
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Box 1  |  Overview of EPA’s Final Clean Power Plan

The power sector is the leading source 
of carbon dioxide (CO

2
) emissions in the 

United States, but also offers some of the 
most cost-effective opportunities to reduce 
those emissions. Power sector emissions at 
the national level decreased by 16 percent 
between 2005 and 2012 due to the recession, 
increased penetration of renewable energy, 
increased energy efficiency, and the low price 
of natural gas. Without new policies like the 
CPP, current projections show that emissions 
will slowly rise or hold steady through 2030 
to reach 10–17 percent below 2005 levels.*

On August 3, 2015, EPA finalized standards 
for existing power plants that will help drive 
additional CO

2
 emission reductions by 2030. 

States have the option to comply with either 

rate-based (lbs. CO
2
 per megawatt-hour) 

targets for existing fossil plants or mass-
based (short tons of CO

2
) targets for either 

the existing fossil fleet or for new and existing 
fossil plants. EPA developed these state-
specific standards by taking into account the 
composition of each state’s existing fossil 
fleet along with an estimate of the potential 
to increase the existing coal fleet’s efficiency, 
ramping down coal generation by increas-
ing the utilization of the existing natural gas 
combined cycle fleet, and developing more 
renewable energy resources. 

The Clean Power Plan makes use of the 
flexibility allowed by the Clean Air Act so that 
states can take advantage of several different 
measures to lower the carbon intensity of its 

power generation mix—such as fuel switch-
ing, dispatch of existing low-carbon power 
plants, increased generation by renewable 
sources, and energy efficiency. EPA also is 
providing states with several implementa-
tion plan options, including the option to 
get credit for early action, which we discuss 
in more detail in Box 2. States have until 
September 6, 2016 to submit either a final 
implementation plan or an initial submission 
with an extension request. All state plans 
should be completed by 2018 and compliance 
will begin in 2022. EPA will issue a federal 
implementation plan for states that do not 
submit their own plans. EPA is currently tak-
ing comments on the federal plan it proposed 
in August 2015, and is expected to finalize the 
plan in the summer of 2016. 

Notes: * While CO
2
 emissions from the power sector have already fallen 16 percent since 2005 (relative to 2012 levels), the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s Annual 

Energy Outlook 2015 projects that power sector emissions will slowly increase between 2012 and 2030 so that CO
2
 emissions reach approximately 10 percent below 2005 

levels (note, this only takes into account policies that were on the books as of the end of October 2014). On the other hand, EPA’s baseline projections for its modeling of the 
Clean Power Plan, which includes lower cost estimates for renewable technologies, estimate that power sector emissions will reach 17 percent below 2005 levels by 2030. 
Specifically, EPA’s projections estimate less coal-fired generation and more natural gas and renewable generation in 2030 than EIA’s projections.

and energy efficiency or to offset other taxes.  
The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) 
illustrates how investment of auction revenue can 
benefit the local economy. During the period from 
2009 to 2014, investments of nearly $2 billion in 
auction proceeds into bill assistance, energy effi-
ciency, renewable energy, and other uses generated 
nearly $3 billion in economic value-added across 
the nine participating states, according to a study 
by Analysis Group.17 

3. The CPP encourages states to take advantage of 
interstate trading opportunities without needing to 
formally join a regional program. Taking advantage 
of interstate trading would enable Missouri to sell 
surplus allowances and generate revenue from 
out-of-state sources if it surpasses its CPP targets. 
Assuming an allowance price of $10 per short ton, 
over $20 million in revenues could flow into the 
state per year on average between 2022–30 by 
expanding its clean energy policies and using avail-
able infrastructure and selling the credits on inter-

state markets. (This does not include consideration 
of any credits that might be generated through the 
Clean Energy Incentive Program prior to 2022.)  

4. Carbon pricing provides financial incentives for 
regulated entities to reduce their emissions beyond 
the target, which encourages the adoption and 
diffusion of low-carbon energy technologies. Such 
technological advancements can lower overall 
compliance costs and boost economic growth.  

 ▪ Investing in energy efficiency. By reducing elec-
tricity demand, improvements in energy efficiency 
reduce the need for investments in electricity supply, 
which frees up capital to invest in other productive 
ways across the economy. If the energy efficiency 
programs are less expensive than electricity genera-
tion—as the empirical evidence indicates many of 
them are18—electricity prices should fall in the long 
run, leaving Missouri’s residents with more income 
to spend, save, or invest.  In 2013, Ameren Missouri’s 
efficiency programs returned over $3 in benefits for 
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Box 2  |  Clean Power Plan Compliance Options

The Clean Power Plan offers states significant 
flexibility. As states develop their implementa-
tion plans, they will need to make a number 
of decisions that will affect how they comply. 
Key considerations include:

 ▪ TYPE OF TARGET 
States can choose either a rate-based 
target (in lbs. CO

2
/MWh) or a mass-based 

target (in short tons of CO
2
). States using 

a rate-based target can adopt separate 
standards for coal and combined cycle 
natural gas units, a weighted average for 
all affected units, or equivalent standards 
that apply to individual units or groups 
of units. States using a mass-based 
target can use EPA’s standard for existing 
units only, or for existing and new units 
collectively (known as a new source 
complement).  
 
Since mass-based plans will rely 
on reported power plant emissions, 
complementary actions to improve 
energy efficiency and increase renewable 
generation do not need to be quantified in 
the state plans. Rate-based plans require 
an explicit accounting of actions used 
to adjust the emission rate from affected 
units, including evaluation, measurement, 
and verification of those actions. 

 ▪ TYPE OF STATE PLAN 
The CPP allows two types of state plans. 
Under an “emission standards” plan, 
states place mass- or rate-based emission 
requirements directly on affected units, 

which are then required to reduce their 
emissions or rate directly or by using 
credits generated by fuel-switching, 
renewable energy, energy efficiency, or 
other approved measures. States that 
adopt a mass-based target can opt for 
a “state measures” plan. With this type 
of plan, states can use a portfolio of 
state-enforced measures, which can apply 
both to affected units and other entities 
(for example, demand-side efficiency, 
renewable portfolio standards, cap-and-
trade programs). Under this approach, 
states could also implement a carbon 
tax for compliance. This approach must 
include emission standards for affected 
power plants in case the portfolio 
approach does not achieve the required 
reductions.* 

 ▪ INDIVIDUAL OR MULTISTATE  
COMPLIANCE  
States can choose to comply individually 
or as part of a multistate plan with an 
aggregated target. States also can coor-
dinate with other states while retaining an 
individual state goal. Joining a regional 
cap-and-trade program—or just allowing 
trading with other states that adopt the 
same compliance approach— may be 
the most cost-effective option for some 
states, lowering compliance costs while 
ensuring reliability.a Studies in the South-
west Power Pool, PJM, and MISO regions 
have found that regional compliance 
would be the most cost-effective option.b 
 

The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initia-
tive illustrates how a multistate trading 
approach can help reduce emissions 
while driving investments in renewable 
energy and energy efficiency and saving 
money for electricity customers. Over the 
first six years of the program, investments 
from auction proceeds have generated 
nearly $3 billion in economic value-added 
to the region and created over 28,000 job-
years of employment.c 

 ▪ TRADING 
States don’t need to join a cap-and-trade 
program or formally coordinate with other 
states to trade. EPA allows states to trade 
emission rate credits (rate-based target) 
or emission allowances (mass-based) 
regardless of their implementation plan 
type as long as states meet “trading 
ready” criteria provided in the rule.** 
However, mass-based states may only 
trade with other mass-based states and 
rate-based states may only trade with 
other rate-based states. Once trading-
ready state plans are approved, states can 
begin trading right away without addi-
tional requirements or approval from EPA. 

 ▪ EARLY ACTION 
EPA is offering a Clean Energy Incentive 
Program to reward early investments in 
energy efficiency projects that benefit 
low-income communities and in renew-
able energy. States can earn additional 
credits from EPA by implementing eligible 
projects in 2020 and 2021.

Notes:  
* According to the final rule, a state measures plan “must also include a contingent backstop of federally enforceable emission standards for affected EGUs that fully meet the 
emission guidelines and that would be triggered if the plan failed to achieve the required emission reductions on schedule.”  
** These criteria include use of an EPA-approved (or EPA-administered) emission and allowance tracking system (mass-based) and provisions for issuing, tracking, and 
submitting emission rate credits (rate-based). Section VIII of the final rule provides more guidance (http://www.epa.gov/airquality/cpp/cpp-final-rule.pdf).

Sources:
a. Susan Tierney and Paul Hubbard. Analysis Group, May 2015. “Carbon Control and Competitive Wholesale Electricity Markets: Compliance Paths for Efficient Market 
Outcomes.” Accessible at: <http://www.analysisgroup.com/uploadedfiles/content/insights/publishing/clean_power_plan_markets_may_2015_final.pdf>.
b. MISO. 2015. “Clean Power Plan Analysis Update.” ERSC Meeting. Accessible at: <https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Meeting%20Material/Stakeholder/
ICT%20Materials/ERSC/2015/20150512/20150512%20ERSC%20Item%2006b%20Clean%20Power%20Plan%20Update.pdf>. PJM. 2015. “PJM Interconnection 
Economic Analysis of the EPA Clean Power Plan Proposal.” Accessible at: <http://www.pjm.com/~/media/4CDA71CBEC864593BC11E7F81241E019.ashx>. Southwest 
Power Pool. 2015. “SPP Clean Power Plan Compliance Assessment- State by State.” SPP Engineering. Accessible at: <http://www.spp.org/publications/SPP_State_by_
State_Compliance_Assessment_Report_20150727.pdf>.
c. Analysis Group. 2015. “The Economic Impacts of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative on Nine Northeast and Mid-Atlantic States.” Accessible at: <http://www.
analysisgroup.com/uploadedfiles/content/insights/publishing/analysis_group_rggi_report_july_2015.pdf>.  Acadia Center. 2015. “The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative: 
A Model Program for the Power Sector.” Accessible at: <http://acadiacenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/RGGI-Emissions-Trends-Report_Final.pdf>.
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every dollar invested.19 The Analysis Group found that 
the reinvestment of auction proceeds made by RGGI 
states in energy efficiency and renewable energy dur-
ing the period from 2012 to 2014 led to net electricity 
savings of $341 million for households, businesses, 
and industry.20   

The investments needed to move toward a low-carbon 
future will strengthen Missouri’s economy over the long 
term. While these investments are likely to involve short-
run economic costs—including somewhat higher electric-
ity rates and fewer investment dollars available for alter-
native opportunities in the electricity sector or across the 
economy—they will pay off over time. Missouri’s residents 
will spend less of their income on electricity thanks to 
improvements in efficiency and the low operating costs of 
renewable energy.21  And less reliance on coal will enable 
more in-state investment—Missouri pays an average $1.3 
billion per year to other states to import coal.22  

In a transition to a low-carbon power sector, jobs will 
be gained in the clean energy industry and will decline 
in high-carbon industries, like coal, accelerating trends 
already under way. The clean energy industry creates jobs 
in manufacturing, construction, home maintenance, and 
other sectors—in 2014, the renewable and efficiency sec-
tors employed over 28,000 people in Missouri.23 State and 
federal governments should help manage the transition to 
a lower-carbon economy by offering job training or other 
programs to ensure that opportunities are available for all 
workers.

Climate change could lead to increasingly costly future 
impacts to Missouri, including crop losses, flooding, and 
other weather-related disasters.24,25,26 Strong implementa-
tion of the CPP is a critical component of U.S. efforts to 
combat climate change and prevent the worst of these 
impacts. Lowering the carbon-intensity of the power 
sector also will lead to reductions in harmful local air 
pollutants like particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, and 
sulfur dioxide, which can contribute to respiratory issues 
or heart and lung diseases.27 

By meeting its renewable standard and efficiency goals, 
Missouri’s existing power plants could decrease their 
emissions with or without the Clean Power Plan. Missouri 
can now use this rule as an opportunity to maximize eco-
nomic benefits from curbing emissions and thus meeting 
or exceeding its Clean Power Plan targets. 

THE CLEAN POWER PLAN WILL 
MAINTAIN ELECTRIC GRID RELIABILITY
The Clean Power Plan provides flexibility aimed at ensur-
ing the continued reliability of the nation’s power grid.28   
Under the final CPP, states can choose from a wide variety 
of compliance options that are best suited to that state’s 
existing resources and policies.  While EPA is offering 
states incentives to invest in renewable energy and energy 
efficiency early, they also have given states additional time 
to complete and implement their plans by changing the 
compliance start date from 2020 to 2022. In addition, 
the Clean Power Plan is requiring each state to consider 
reliability issues as it develops its implementation plan, 
while also providing a mechanism for states to revise their 
plans if significant unplanned reliability issues arise. EPA 
also created a reliability safety valve that allows a power 
plant to temporarily exceed its targets during unexpected 
events or emergencies that raise reliability concerns. EPA 
consulted closely with the Department of Energy and the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in developing the 
CPP’s reliability provisions. These agencies will continue 
to work together to monitor CPP implementation and help 
resolve any reliability concerns that arise.   
 
The U.S. power sector also has shown it has the ability to 
reliably deliver electricity to homes and businesses despite 
changes in electricity mix and demand. EPA’s environ-
mental regulations under the Clean Air Act, such as the 
Acid Rain Program or Mercury and Air Toxics Standards, 
have never caused blackouts. This is because EPA granted 
flexibility to power plants in the past—just like it is doing 
under the Clean Power Plan—and because state regula-
tors have standard reliability practices that have been 
used for decades to address reliability issues if and when 
they arise.29 Analyses of the proposed Clean Power Plan 
have shown that compliance is unlikely to affect reliability 
because of these standard practices and the flexibility 
inherent in the rule.30 In addition, several studies have 
found that the flexibility of the current grid would allow 
for renewable penetration levels exceeding those required 
by current state targets. These studies have shown that 
proven technologies and practices can reduce the cost of 
operating generation portfolios with high variable renew-
able energy levels and enable reliable grid operation with 
more than 50 percent renewable penetration.31  
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OPPORTUNITIES IN DETAIL
Below, we describe Missouri’s opportunities to comply 
with the Clean Power Plan in more detail, including: (1) 
increasing energy efficiency, (2) increasing renewable 
energy, (3) increasing use of natural gas,( 4) improving 
coal plant efficiency, and (5) other compliance options.

1. INCREASING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Missouri’s Energy Efficiency Investment Act (MEEIA) 
sets a voluntary goal for the state’s utilities to capture all 
cost-effective energy efficiency opportunities. The Public 
Service Commission (PSC) established the following 
voluntary energy efficiency savings goals as a benchmark 
for cost-effective efficiency potential: 0.3 percent of sales 
in 2012, ramping up to 1.9 percent in 2020 and subse-
quent years, for cumulative savings of nearly 10 percent of 
electricity sales by 2020.32 

Most utilities now offer energy-saving programs to their 
customers, including technical assistance, energy audits, 
rebates, and other financial incentives. Ameren Missouri, 
the state’s largest utility, estimated that its 2013 portfolio 
of efficiency programs returned over $3 for every $1 
invested.33 KCP&L projects that its investments in energy 
efficiency and wind power will save its customers $1 
billion over the next 20 years.34 According to a survey 
by Environmental Entrepreneurs and Missouri Energy 
Initiative, the efficiency sector employed over 32,000 
people in the state in 2014.35

Achieving electricity savings in line with the PSC’s bench-
marks—a level of savings that has already been achieved 
or will be required by several other states—could play a 
critical role in helping Missouri meet its CPP targets while 
saving money for homes and businesses. As discussed 
in Missouri’s State Energy Plan, a number of additional 
strategies could help the state capture greater efficiency 
and achieve this level of savings, including passing new 
legislation to implement a binding efficiency standard, 
adopting and enforcing up-to-date building energy codes, 
increasing access to financing for energy efficiency, and 
decoupling utility revenue from sales.36,37 The American 
Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy estimated that 
implementing a suite of new efficiency initiatives, includ-
ing utility programs and building codes, could reduce 
electricity consumption in the state by 17 percent below 
projected levels in 2025. Together, these measures would 
save Missouri’s consumers $6.1 billion in lower energy 
bills and have the potential to create 8,500 new jobs.38 

However, if utilities achieve less efficiency than outlined 
in the goals—for instance, Ameren’s 2014 Integrated 
Resource Plan indicated it could only achieve 7 percent 
cumulative electricity savings below projected levels by 
202539—it will be more difficult and expensive to comply 
with the CPP.

2. INCREASING RENEWABLE GENERATION

Missouri’s Renewable Energy Standard requires 15 per-
cent of the electricity sold by its investor-owned utilities to 
come from renewable sources by 2021.40,41 While renew-
able energy in Missouri only comprised 3 percent of total 
generation in 2013, the state’s wind capacity has been on 
the rise in recent years, nearly doubling between 2008 and 
2013. The American Wind Energy Association estimated 
that as of 2014, Missouri’s wind industry generated $1.4 
million in annual land lease payments and nearly $1 bil-
lion in total capital investment in the state.42 The renew-
able energy industry employed over 6,000 workers in the 
state in 2014.43 And a study by the University of Missouri, 
St Louis estimated that the state’s renewable standard 
could create up to 30,000 jobs by 2021, providing over $1 
billion in new income to state residents if the renewable 
power required to meet the standard is built and produced 
in Missouri.44

Missouri can harness economic development opportuni-
ties by capturing its significant potential for wind and 
solar energy. Large corporations are increasingly inter-
ested in buying renewable energy, including those with a 
presence in Missouri, such as Ikea, Walmart, GM, General 
Mills, and others. According to analysis by Advanced 
Energy Economy, Missouri could gain $220 million in 
investment by meeting just 1 percent of the energy needs 
of the state’s large corporate renewable buyers with new 
wind and solar resources.45

Scaling up renewable development can also help keep 
more of Missouri’s spending on power production in 
state. Because Missouri produces very little coal, it must 
import nearly all of its coal resources from other states, 
sending an average $1.3 billion out of state each year from 
2008–13. And the price the state’s utilities pay to import 
coal is on the rise, growing 20 percent between 2010 and 
2013.46 Continuing to increase renewable generation after 
the standard is reached to 20 percent by 2030 could help 
the state meet, or even exceed, its CPP targets. 
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3. INCREASING USE OF EXISTING NATURAL GAS PLANTS

According to data from the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration, the capacity factor of Missouri’s exist-
ing combined cycle natural gas fleet was only 24 percent 
in 2013—meaning that these plants generated less than 
one-fourth of the electricity they are capable of producing. 
As a result, natural gas comprised only 5 percent of total 
generation in 2013 even though it comprised nearly 26 
percent of total generating capacity in the state (Figure 
2).47 Increasing the capacity factor of these existing units 
to 75 percent—together with Missouri’s existing clean 
energy policies—could help the state cut power sector 
emissions.48,49

4. INCREASING COAL PLANT EFFICIENCY 

Existing coal plants can increase their efficiency through 
refurbishment and improved operation and maintenance 
practices.50,51 In developing the final CPP, EPA found that 
coal plants could significantly increase their efficiency by 

Figure 2  |  Missouri Generation and Generating Capacity, 2013
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improving operations to return to the best performance 
they have achieved in the past. By comparing average coal 
plant heat rates in 2012 to their best demonstrated perfor-
mance between 2002 and 2012, EPA estimated that the 
coal fleet could achieve average efficiency improvements of 
2.1–4.3 percent across interconnection regions, or about 4 
percent nationwide.52 

EPA expects that these improvements can largely be 
achieved through application of no- or low-cost best 
practices—for example, operations and maintenance 
improvements, replacing worn seals and valves, and clean-
ing equipment—and will not require equipment upgrades. 
However, upgrades can be used to comply with the rule. 
While there are high up-front costs associated with refur-
bishing existing coal units, the resulting increase in unit 
efficiency will lead to annual fuel savings.53 Some plants 
could also decrease their emission intensity by co-firing 
with natural gas, using the igniters that are already built 
into many existing pulverized coal boilers.54 
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Increasing the efficiency of Missouri’s existing coal fleet 
by an average 4.3 percent starting in 2022, the potential 
improvement rate that EPA identified for the eastern 
interconnection, could help Missouri cut its power sector 
emissions. 

5. OTHER COMPLIANCE OPTIONS

The compliance options we modeled in our analysis are 
illustrative of the reductions that the state could achieve 
using its clean energy policies and existing power plants.  
Missouri could take advantage of other opportunities to 
help meet its target—including use of combined heat and 
power at industrial and commercial facilities or setting 
state appliance standards for appliances not covered by 
federal standards—among other measures that improve 
efficiency or increase use of renewables. In addition to 
using individual policies, states also can take broader 
approaches to reduce emissions, including joining a 
cap-and-trade program or implementing a carbon tax.  
As previously discussed, market-based approaches can 
help reduce compliance costs while generating revenue 
for the state.

OUTLOOK FOR MISSOURI
Missouri can put itself in a strong position to comply with 
the Clean Power Plan while taking advantage of economic 
opportunities and maintaining grid reliability.  The state 
has already put policies in place to increase renewable 
generation and encourage more energy efficiency, but 
power plant emissions are projected to increase if the state 
doesn’t follow through on these policies. Failing to meet its 
renewable energy standard and voluntary efficiency goals 
will make CPP compliance more difficult and expensive. 
But by meeting its voluntary efficiency goals and 
expanding its renewable energy standard, Missouri could 
put itself in a strong position to meet, or even exceed, its 
targets. Adopting EPA’s new source complement standard 
would further incentivize zero-carbon generation sources 
and ensure that CO2 emissions from the state’s power 
sector do not increase in the future.
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In Delivering on the U.S. Climate Commitment, WRI 
identified ten key actions the Obama administration must 
take in the absence of congressional action in order to 
meet the U.S. commitment to reducing greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions by 26–28 percent below 2005 levels by 
2025. These actions include setting performance standards 
for existing power plants, reducing consumption of 
hydrofluorocarbons, reducing fugitive methane emissions 
from natural gas systems, and increasing energy 
efficiency. Of these ten actions, the greatest opportunity 
for reductions comes from the power sector. In his Climate 
Action Plan, President Obama directed EPA to work 
expeditiously to finalize carbon dioxide (CO

2
) emission 

standards for new power plants and adopt standards 
for existing power plants. As states prepare to comply 
with these standards, it will be necessary to understand 
available opportunities for reducing CO

2
 emissions from 

the power sector. This series of fact sheets aims to shed 
light on these opportunities by illustrating the potential 
for CO

2
 emission reduction in a variety of states. We 

show how these emissions savings stack up against the 
reductions required under the Clean Power Plan. This 
series is based on WRI analysis conducted using publicly 
available data. See the appendix for additional information 
on our methodology and modeling assumptions.a

Notes:  
a. World Resources Institute. 2015. How States Can Meet Their Clean 
Power Plan Targets. Appendix A: Detailed Overview of Methods. 
Washington, DC: World Resources Institute. 

Box 3  |  About the Series POLICY FRAMEWORK AND INTERACTION
This analysis assumes the existing policies and other 
reduction opportunities discussed in the text are fully 
implemented. Depending on the combination of measures 
actually implemented by Missouri, each will have different 
impacts on the generation mix and resulting emissions. 
For example, increasing the use of existing combined cycle 
natural gas plants results in fewer emission reductions in 
this analysis than would be the case if it were considered 
in isolation, because implementation of the renewable 
standard decreases the amount of coal-fired generation 
that would otherwise be available to shift to natural gas. 
The emission reductions presented in the text are a result 
of each policy applied in the following sequence: (1) energy 
efficiency improvements applied to business-as-usual gen-
eration; (2) increased renewable generation applied to the 
resulting adjusted generation; (3) increased use of exist-
ing combined cycle natural gas units; and (4) increased 
efficiency of any remaining coal units. For consistency 
with EPA’s approach, we include only the existing fossil 
fleet as part of our business-as-usual projections, and only 
new renewable generation and energy efficiency measures 
put into place after 2012. 
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